Update from Consultant Takako Sato who supports Tiger Trust while she lives in
Tokyo Japan.
Recently, in addition to the work I am doing with grant proposals, I am sharing my love of Wild
Tigers with local Japanese students. I love to talk about my passion for saving wildlife and hope
to inspire others with my love for nature! On May 31 and July 9 I gave two tiger talks to 27 of the
GCP students at Soka University. The "Global Citizenship Program" is a program at Soka
University to help train students to think globally and to have a better understanding of
international affairs. It's designed to empower them to be able to contribute by providing
solutions to these issues that face society. They are assigned a project to research and then
introduce others to endangered species around the world. The students are assigned to
present an endangered species with a poster and oral presentation, discussing the biology,
threats to the organism and three organizations working to protect them. My presentation was
an example that the students could learn from and ask questions about tigers.
The classes are conducted in English, so my presentations are done in simple, easy to
understand English. The students come to class already prepared because they looked up Tiger
Trust's website and learned about tigers. They always have excellent questions that challenge
me.
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I have a good friend, Tomo Kawaguchi, who teaches biology in South Carolina. He set up a
projector in his classroom, and we talked on Skype! On June 19 (4 students), July 10 (13 middle
school teachers), and July 17 (20 middle school teachers) with South Carolina and Japan
via skype, I shared my life story and a little about my activities with Tigers for Tigers at Clemson
University, my alma mater. I wanted them to know that even though I may have started out with
depression, I now know why I am here - to be a voice for those that don't have one. I needed
motivation to study in school, and because someone had faith in me and encouraged me to
change, then I could grow as a person and become a productive individual who can give
something back to society! I'm very happy to be able to contribute to Tiger Trust and
the cause to save tigers. Even though we are far away, there are many ways to support!
These 64 people learned a little about my activities, and I hope you can also learn even more
about tigers, and be willing to share what you have learned with others. Only through
celebrating the wild animals and places we love, can we ever hope to save them!
I keep my activities updated on an English blog: http://ecotakako.blogspot.jp/

Each human life, together with its environment, is an expression of the fundamental life-force of the entire
cosmos. It follows that any change in the inner life condition of a single human being can, at the deepest
level of life itself, exert an influence on other human lives. And since nature and the cosmos are living
entities, the waves emanating from one human life can shake the foundations of other living beings, and
even affect inanimate forms of life.
Daisaku Ikeda visit http://ikedaquotes.org/index.html

